the context of an adversarial proceeding in which parties present competing narratives or interpretations. Based on his or her observations of the competing views, the judge composes a narration of the events and ties that account to certain legal consequences.
An important question for judicial opinions -and indeed for all non-fiction narratives --concerns the accuracy of the mapping between the underlying facts and the description of those facts in the narrative. This process is inevitably subject to distortion. The events being narrated are in the past and cannot be recovered other than through observation of the traces they have left behind. Those traces only partially disclose the underlying events: even videotapes present an imperfect image because they are framed in time and space. Moreover, the narrative composed by the judge must selectively edit among the traces if it is not to become unmanageable. The judge will stress some things, downplay others, and omit others entirely.
The American judicial system seeks to minimize this distortion through the adversary system and closely related rules of procedure, evidence, and legal ethics. If judges are impartial, if the evidence shown to them is balanced, relevant, truthful and not prejudicial, if the competing narratives are presented with equal (or at least adequate) skill by the party advocates, then the result can be expected to bear a reasonable resemblance to the underlying events even if it has been edited, simplified, and diffracted in various ways.
The adversary system, however, does not always function well. When key elements of the system break down, the narrative that emerges is likely to be metamorphic rather than sedimentary: the underlying facts will be distorted in the process of their translation into a judicial opinion. Witnesses may lie under oath or documents may be fabricated or withheld;
there may be gross disparities in the competence, energy, or loyalty of the attorneys; judges may fail to correctly assess the meaning or importance of the evidence presented to them. Judges themselves may be biased, either through corruption, political influence, or ideological zeal.
The litigation may be collusive or at least lacking in adversity between the parties with respect to key issues. Sometimes both parties, for different reasons, are unwilling to present the true facts to the judge, even though their interests in the litigation are at odds. This paper explores these problems through an analysis of leading cases in the area of corporate 4 I attempt a form of reverse engineering, hoping to uncover some of the true underlying facts and to correct for the distorting effects of partiality in the presentation of facts or the composition of the narrative. It turns out that each of these cases contains evidence of distortion in the process of translation from fact to narrative. In the Dodge case, the distortion was due to the fact that neither party wanted to acknowledge what was really going on. In A.P.
Smith, the evidence suggests that the litigation was collusive and that all parties, including the judge, were in on the scheme. In Wrigley, the opinion may have had more to do with Chicago politics than with the accurate presentation of the facts. I conclude with tentative thoughts about the implications of the types of narrative distortion we can discover through the analysis of these opinions.
I. Dodge v. Ford
One of the most famous corporate cases of all time, this litigation grew out of a conflict between giants of America's early automobile industry: Henry Ford, on the one hand, and John and Horace Dodge, on the other. 5 The narrative of the case, drawn from the opinion, runs as follows. profitable business, but a less profitable one; not only less profitable than formerly, but less profitable than it is admitted it might be made. The apparent immediate effect will be to diminish the value of shares and the returns to shareholders. 6 Why would Henry Ford adopt a business strategy that reduced profits? The Dodges had an answer: he was acting, at least in part, out of eleemosynary motives. Ford's trial testimony supported that impression: "he thinks the Ford Motor Company has made too much money, has had too large profits, and that, although large profits might be still earned, a sharing of them with the public, by reducing the price of the output of the company, ought to be undertaken." 7 Given this evidence, the court was confident that "certain sentiments, philanthropic and altruistic, creditable to Mr. Ford, had large influence in determining the policy to be pursued . . .
The case therefore turned on whether the humanitarian purposes attributed to Henry Ford could justify corporate directors in undertaking actions which were certain to reduce a company's profitability and to negatively impact the value of its stock. The court concluded that Ford had gone too far: "A business corporation is organized and carried on primarily for the profit of the stockholders. The powers of the directors are to be employed for that end. The discretion of directors is to be exercised in the choice of means to attain that end, and does not extend to a change in the end itself, to the reduction of profits, or to the nondistribution of profits among stockholders in order to devote them to other purposes." The narrative of the Ford case has a Shakespearian feel: like King Lear, Henry is an absolute monarch brought down by hubris in confusing his personal wishes with the obligation to carry out his official duties. One of the richest men in the world, the dominating figure in a company whose bank account would be the envy of many nations, forgets that in his capacity as corporate director he is the servant of the company and its shareholders, and instead haughtily decrees that henceforth the company will sacrifice profits for the benefit of all mankind. While not criticizing his sentiments, the court brings him to heel by reminding him that his company is a business like every other, distinguished by its phenomenal success but still subject to the rules that apply to all corporations. Even Henry Ford is not above the law of fiduciary duty that requires directors to subordinate their personal values and attitudes in the service of the company they serve.
This narrative may be satisfying as moral drama. But it grossly distorts the facts.
Reading between the lines of the opinion, it is not difficult to discern that Henry Ford was not acting out of charity -and that the Dodges were well aware of his true motivations even when they accused him of being too public-spirited. The back story, which is dimly apparent in the opinion itself, is that the fight between Ford and the Dodges had little to do with the fiduciary duties of managers and much to do with competition between commercial rivals. Ford had originally purchased most of the parts for his automobiles from the Dodges. The early Ford Motor Company was essentially an assembly operation which put together parts supplied by others.
10 But Henry Ford disliked the lack of control implicit in subcontracting for parts and eventually moved to vertically integrate his operations, including building an in-house capacity to manufacture parts. Ford tried to lease the Dodge's factory, but the Dodges refused, deciding instead to build a car of their own to compete with Ford. By 1913 they had announced that they would stop supplying parts to Ford and instead would design, build, and market an automobile of their own. By November 1914 the first Dodge cars were rolling off their assembly line.
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The Dodges and Ford were, in short, bitter rivals locked in a struggle for market share.
In light of this background, Henry Ford's supposedly charitable strategy of increasing production and dropping price appears in a different light. Far from being a money-losing effort to benefit all humanity, it was a nefariously clever strategy to kill off a worrisome threat of competition.
Ford's strategy had three elements. First, by eliminating the special dividends Ford hoped to deprive the Dodges of financing to operate their venture. Because large amounts of capital were needed to achieve the economies of scale which were driving the automobile industry at the time, the Dodges would need to seek other sources of financing when the expected dividend income from Ford disappeared.
Second, Ford put competitive pressure on the Dodges by dropping the price of the Model T. Dodges were already priced about a hundred dollars above the earlier, higher price for Ford cars; the new lower Ford price was potentially devastating to their market. Ford undoubtedly hoped that the Dodges would not be able to sell many cars at their higher price and that lower production rates would prevent them from achieving the necessary economies of scale.
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Third, the planned increase in production could choke the burgeoning market for new cars, thus meeting consumer demand which would otherwise benefit the Dodges. The increase 11 Douglas G. Brinkley, Wheels for the World: Henry Ford, His Company, and a Century of Progress (2003) . 12 Meanwhile it is unlikely that the new, lower price for the Model T was below Ford's cost of production. Ford had been making gigantic profits at $440 and probably still would make a profit at $360. The increased production and vertical integration into smelting could have achieved economies of scale or scope that reduced costs further. Even if $360 was below Ford's cost of production, moreover, the company had a war chest to cover losses while it drove Dodge out of the market -and the economies of scale in the industry suggested that Ford could reap substantial benefits thereafter by raising prices without fear that new entry would erode profits going forward.
in production and the decrease in price were intimately linked, although the court did not see it that way. Recall that the court had concluded that Ford could increase production from 500,000 cars to 600,000 cars annually and still sell them all at the previous price of $440. The assumption appears to be that Ford confronted a horizontal demand curve such as that faced by a wheat farmer or other supplier in an atomistic market. The automobile market in 1916, however, was anything but atomistic. It was dominated by Ford, and accordingly Ford was facing a downward-sloping demand curve similar to that of the market as a whole. Under such conditions Ford could not greatly increase production without dropping price. The proposed price reduction, in other words, was not due to an eleemosynary wish to benefit all mankind but rather a sensible decision about pricing strategy given increased production in the highly concentrated automobile market.
None of this appears explicitly in the Court's narrative. 13 Why was the account at such odds with reality?
The answer is that neither party had an incentive to disclose the true facts. Jersey, made a $1,500 donation to Princeton University. After a shareholder (Barlow) questioned the legality of the gift, the company brought an action in the New Jersey court of chancery against Barlow and others seeking a declaration that the gift was intra vires (within the scope of its legally authorized activities). The chancery court declared the gift to be legal and the shareholder appealed the case directly to the New Jersey Supreme Court, which affirmed the chancery court's decision in a broad-ranging opinion. by taking on the threat to his beloved; the obstacles to true love are overcome in a dramatic and glorious victory; and the happy partners are finally free to consummate their union (although that event is chastely excluded from the narrative). Virtue triumphs over venality and everyone lives happily ever after.
Much of this narrative is nonsense.
Viewed realistically, the story simply doesn't add up. It is not clear, in the first place, why a fire hydrant manufacturer in East Orange -a working class suburb of New York and Newark -would have seen fit to contribute money to a tony university forty miles down the road (perhaps they wanted to increase the prestige of their product, an object otherwise known as a popular facility for dogs). It is also unclear why Barlow -whose identity and motivations are never described in the opinion -would have objected to the gift. The A.P. Smith Company had made charitable contributions to local educational institutions in the past, apparently without objection. The amount of the gift, while not insignificant, was relatively small, and hardly seems enough to warrant a major legal battle. Other features of the case are equally perplexing. Given the shareholder's objection, why did the company bring a lawsuit rather than simply capitulating? Did it care so much about Princeton University that it was willing to incur the legal fees necessary to establish its right to make the gift? Even if it did care, why didn't it go ahead with the gift and force the shareholder to sue to prevent or rescind the contribution, rather than act proactively by suing the shareholder? Why did the objecting shareholder, when sued, bother to defend -and to take the matter all the way to the New Jersey Supreme Court? He (or she) surely could not have had a big stake in the outcome. What motivation other than spite could have sparked such intensity of purpose? And if spite was behind the lawsuit, why didn't the company bring this to the attention of the court? Consider also the court's treatment of the company's witnesses. Two of those indiviuals -Hubert O'Brien, the president of the A.P. Smith Company, and Dr. Dodds, president of Princeton University -had an obvious interest in the subject matter of the litigation.
Yet they were allowed, apparently without challenge, to testify as expert witnesses on matters of general knowledge and opinion. The New Jersey Supreme Court opinion credulously accepted the testimony of Mr. O'Brien, the fire hydrant manufacturer, to the effect that the public expects companies to make charitable gifts; that such gifts create a favorable environment for business;
and that corporate giving to educational institutions enhances the supply of qualified managers.
Why was Mr. O'Brien qualified to make such opinions?
The testimony of Princeton's Dr. Dodds, who was grasping at $1,500, was even more over the top. that the government was bringing an action it hoped to lose. 20 Companies, of course, could make gifts notwithstanding the possibility that the actions were ultra vires, and could be reasonably confident that the gifts would not be challenged in court. But over-scrupulous corporate counsel still might raise questions about the legality of such gifts. Perhaps more importantly, the legal cloud provided cover for companies that wished to resist pressure to make charitable gifts, thus presumably reducing the frequency and volume of corporate charitable giving in the state.
The obvious solution was to concoct a collusive lawsuit. As would be expected in such a situation, the parties selected for the central roles were out of central casting: the old-line, traditional manufacturing firm, paragon of integrity and virtue, wishing to make a small contribution to a valuable cause, motivated by a benign mix of idealism, patriotism, and enlightened self-interest, and the state's most elite university, founded before the Declaration of Independence, framer and shaper of the leaders of tomorrow -all played out against the backdrop of an insidious threat of subversion at home and danger abroad. In this posture the matter was presented to New Jersey judges who were more than willing to wink at the collusion, provide the necessary legal authorization, and, for good measure, deliver a heartfelt encomium to the virtues of corporate charitable giving.
So understood, the A.P. Smith case presents multiple ironies. In the name of defeating threats to American political institutions the New Jersey courts participated in a subversion of one of the most important of such institutions, the adversarial lawsuit. Fearing Stalin's disrespect for truth and suppression of dissent, they conducted a show trial worthy of the most cynical of apparatchiks. Witnesses with obvious conflicts of interest and questionable 20 The Attorney General in fact participated in the oral argument in the case on behalf of the A.P. Smith Company.
credentials were enlisted to support dubious assertions about social policy and historical change.
Overall the opinion can be seen as a sorry spectacle.
Despite these problems, one's evaluation of the opinion may depend on whether in this context the ends are thought to justify the means. Indeed, the opinion itself, rife as it is with ominous foreboding about the communist threat, can be understood as a plea to forego the strict adherence to legal rules, even to sacrifice truth itself, in the interest of furthering overriding public policy objectives. A.P. Smith is a judicial water-boarding, to be sure, but it is one which arguably contributed to beneficial results -not the defeat of communism, but the freeing up of corporations to make gifts to worthy institutions in the spirit of public service.
III. Shlensky v. Wrigley
In the cases just discussed, the gap between fact and narrative occurred because the advocates did not present an accurate account to the narrator -in Dodge v. Ford because neither party wanted to acknowledge the true facts, even though the parties were at odds; and in A.P.
Smith because the parties appear to have engaged in a collusive lawsuit in which the true facts were disguised by mutual consent. The Wrigley case presents a different situation, one where the parties were truly adverse and presented the court with non-deceptive accounts of the facts, but where the court itself may have been influenced by political considerations to present a distorted analysis of the evidence. 21 The narrative presented by the court is as follows. Philip K. Wrigley was president and 80% owner of a corporation that owned the Chicago Cubs baseball team and its stadium, Wrigley Field. William Shlensky, a dissenting shareholder, filed a derivative lawsuit claiming that the company had sustained operating losses from its baseball operations due to the refusal of management to install lights in Wrigley Field. Lights would permit night games, Shlensky argued, and night games would increase attendance and enhance broadcast revenues. Every other major league baseball team had installed lights; the Cubs were the lone holdout. Shlensky claimed that Wrigley refused to install lights, not out of a wish to enhance shareholder value, but rather because of his concern for the ambiance of the neighborhood and belief that baseball was a daytime sport. Relying on Dodge v. Ford, Shlensky argued that protecting the neighborhood or maintaining baseball's identity as a daytime sport were not proper corporate purposes when the effect was to reduce profits.
Notwithstanding these apparently persuasive allegations, the trial court refused even to allow Shlensky to take evidence, instead dismissing the complaint on the ground that it failed to state a claim. On appeal, the Illinois Court of Appeals for the First District (in Chicago) upheld the trial court's decision. "We are not satisfied," the court wrote, "that the motives assigned to Philip K. Wrigley, and through him to the other directors, are contrary to the best interests of the corporation and the stockholders." 22 The court proceeded to speculate on possible adverse consequences to the company from a decision to install lights: night games might cause the neighborhood to deteriorate, which in turn would drive patrons away or cause the company to lose more money from the reduction in the value of its real estate holdings than it would gain in ticket sales and media revenues. In the absence of allegations of fraud, illegality or conflict of interest, these potential benefits were enough, in the court's view, to justify the dismissal of the complaint without even allowing the plaintiff to take evidence on the alleged misconduct. The narrative in Wrigley appears to bear a closer resemblance to the underlying facts than the other two cases discussed in this paper. Nevertheless, the court does turn somersaults in an effort to justify Wrigley's behavior. The arguments so credulously accepted by the judges were thin at best: there was little evidence that night games would damage the neighborhood, and even less reason to think that the cost to the Cubs organization of such deterioration, if it occurred, would be greater than the increased revenues from ticket sales and broadcast coverage. Given the court's analysis, there would appear to be precious little -in fact, essentially nothing -in the way of managerial foolishness or caprice that could be successfully challenged under the business judgment rule.
Why were the Illinois judges willing to engage in such gymnastics? Political considerations may have played a role. Philip Wrigley was a respected figure in Chicago. His companies were significant employers. And his decision to operate the Cubs as a daytime ballclub was popular with the citizens of the community surrounding the park for the obvious reason that eschewing night games contributed to a the peace and quiet of neighborhood.
During the pendency of the litigation Wrigley reportedly collected 3,000 signatures from neighborhood residents supporting his decision. 24 Shlensky, on the other hand, was a nobody.
He was a young Chicago lawyer 25 who reportedly owned only two shares of Wrigley stock 26 and who later acted as something of a professional plaintiff. 27 While it would be rash to say that courts in Chicago decide cases on political grounds, one cannot help but wonder whether the extreme deference to managerial discretion displayed in the opinion might have somehow been related to the popularity of the decision under review.
IV. Implications
This article has set forth a theory of legal narrative and identified ways in which failures in the adversary system can introduce distortions in the transmission of information from historical events to judicial opinion. In Dodge v. Ford, the failure was due to the desire of both parties to disguise the matters at stake in the litigation; in A.P. Barlow, it was due to apparent While the answer to this question may seem self-evident -we should never countenance distortion in judicial opinions -the analysis is not quite so simple. Human cultures are replete with narratives that have been distorted in order to serve some purpose deemed important enough to justify the deformation. This phenomenon is especially pronounced in the case of narratives designed to encourage public-regarding actions. Hagiographies -the lives of saints that were so popular in the Middle Ages -tend to portray their subjects as relentlessly selfless, idealized figures. Similar enhancement of the subject's virtues may be discerned in adulatory biographies of political figures and in accounts of heroic deeds performed by soldiers in battle.
The possible exaggeration in these narratives serves a valuable purpose: by portraying and endorsing exceptionally public-regarding actions, the narratives encourage ordinary people to emulate the behavior of these socially constructed heroes. Even if we ourselves fall short of sainthood -and nearly everyone does -perhaps having an ideal to aspire to can change our behavior in small but useful ways.
Viewed in this light, several of the legal narratives analyzed above might be justified despite the distortions they introduce into the recounting and analysis of history. Certainly the result in Dodge v. Ford seems justifiable -not for the reasons stated in the opinion, but rather because Henry Ford enjoyed at the time an unhealthy dominance in the automobile industry, a power that would only be enhanced if he were allowed to deny the Dodges financing for their venture. One could also explain the outcome in A.P. Barlow, despite the distortion in the opinion. A $1,500 gift to Princeton University was not going to hurt anyone very much, and it is probable that the company's managers also bore a substantial share of any losses associated with the gift. Wrigley, too, might make a degree of sense in terms of outcome: while Philip K.
Wrigley no doubt reduced his company's profits by refusing to place lights in Wrigley Field, he was also an 80% owner of the company and incurred the lion's share of the losses; many other
